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1) Easy to install and use application 2) Simple to see what is happening in the computer 3) Stealth mode which is undetectable
to the user 4) Keystroke recording 5) Screen capture feature 6) URL and website log 7) Offers over 35 unique reports 8) Option

to save all activity 9) Real-time reporting 10) Detailed statistics 11) Easy to download and install Hello guys, just a word of
thanks for the writers who do the hard work and create these manuals, there is no way you can make a manual that can tell all

the features this software can offer us, but you guys make us feel we are rich if we have this software. FlashCrest iSpy How To
Install Toolkit Features: 1) Easy to install and use application 2) Simple to see what is happening in the computer 3) Stealth

mode which is undetectable to the user 4) Keystroke recording 5) Screen capture feature 6) URL and website log 7) Offers over
35 unique reports 8) Option to save all activity 9) Real-time reporting 10) Detailed statistics 11) Easy to download and install Hi

guys, just a word of thanks for the writers who do the hard work and create these manuals, there is no way you can make a
manual that can tell all the features this software can offer us, but you guys make us feel we are rich if we have this software.

FlashCrest iSpy How To Install Toolkit Features: 1) Easy to install and use application 2) Simple to see what is happening in the
computer 3) Stealth mode which is undetectable to the user 4) Keystroke recording 5) Screen capture feature 6) URL and

website log 7) Offers over 35 unique reports 8) Option to save all activity 9) Real-time reporting 10) Detailed statistics 11) Easy
to download and install Would you like to know what is the latest version of FlashCrest iSpy? For your convenience, please

refer to the following article to learn about the latest release. FlashCrest iSpy 1.5.5 Released! 1) Easy to install and use
application 2) Simple to see what is happening in the computer 3) Stealth mode which is undetectable to the user 4) Keystroke

recording 5)

FlashCrest ISpy [Mac/Win]

This is a macro editor. Record and replay a set of keyboard commands. After you record a macro, you can edit it, delete it, and
add new commands to it. You can activate a macro with a hotkey, and when you are done, the macro can be saved as a new file
and activated with a hotkey. You can also save the file as a file extension and start a file with that extension. A hotkey can be

assigned to each file or macro to activate it. When you are done, the file can be closed. You can set a hotkey to run a macro by
pressing a key combination or a button on your keyboard. You can also set a hotkey to run a macro from a file. Use the options

menu to see a summary of how the current macro is being run and what commands are in the macro, and to make other changes.
Keyboard macros can be created using either the Quick Record or the Recording window. The Quick Record window allows
you to record one command or a series of commands without having to first select them from the menu. The commands are

added to a list in order of when they are pressed. Commands can also be added to the list by holding down the CTRL or ALT
keys. Commands can be deleted from the list by highlighting them and pressing the DELETE key. When you record a macro in
the Recording window, the macro is saved and will be shown in the list. To add a command to a recording, right-click on it in
the list. You can also cut and paste commands from one recording to another. You can run macros from files by clicking the

RUN button. You can run a macro by pressing a hotkey. You can use CTRL and ALT to toggle through the command list. You
can select a macro to run by holding down the SHIFT key, clicking on the macro in the list, and pressing the DELETE key. You
can assign a hotkey to run a file by double-clicking on it. You can also right-click on the file and assign a hotkey to run it. You
can use the keyboard to create text macros. If you hold down the CTRL key, the cursor moves to the next word on the page.
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You can record a macro to insert a number of words, up to a specified number of words. A number of words are automatically
added to the macro. You can also record a macro to select a text segment. You can highlight text and record a macro to copy
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Easily monitor your employees or children via their computers. Easily see who is online, what they are doing, chat messages and
screenshots of all keystrokes. Work silently and without being detected. Monitors all major activities: web, search, chats,
images, file downloads, even screenshots. Gain a full picture of online activity. Works even if your computer is off. Features: -
Works silently - Monitors all major activities: web, search, chats, images, file downloads, even screenshots. - Gain a full picture
of online activity. - Works even if your computer is off. - Easy to install, run and use - User-friendly interface - Easy to set up -
Easy to use Requirements: - Windows XP/Vista/7 - 1 GHz - 1 GB RAM - 1 GB free disk space Instruction: 1. Unzip the
software and run the setup program. 2. Press Next to install the software. 3. Allow the installation to finish. 4. Press Finish to
start the software. 5. Accept the license agreement and press Next. 6. Accept the default user name and press Next. 7. In the Set
up Windows screen press Next. 8. Press Finish to install the software and then exit the installation process. 9. Run FlashCrest
iSpy. You have installed FlashCrest iSpy. Click on the icon to start the software. License Agreement: License Agreement By
opening FlashCrest iSpy application you acknowledge that you have read the license agreement and agree to be bound by its
terms. 1. FlashCrest iSpy (registered trademark) may collect, store and/or use certain information about your computer or
computer network (“Device”) and your use of FlashCrest iSpy. 2. The software may be used to monitor your Device’s activities.
3. FlashCrest iSpy is used to protect against fraud, theft and unauthorized use of your Device. 4. FlashCrest iSpy includes
certain functionality of a “spyware” product (as that term is defined in the Spyware Help Center located at or “adware” product
(as that term is defined in the Spyware Help Center located at

What's New In?

FlashCrest iSpy monitors computers for you. It runs in stealth mode, without displaying any visible signs. The application
supports various recording methods that you can choose from. The recorded information can be saved into a file and viewed in a
timeline or screenshot mode. It provides an archive function for your future needs. Check out the latest demo! Record every
website you visit using a simple click CUSTOM JAVA CODE REQUIRED! If you have Java installed on your computer, then
you can download Acrobat in about 5 minutes. If you do not have Java, you will need to purchase it or download it at java.com.
FlashCrest iSpy provides you with an easy way to view websites that you visit online. It records every website you visit with a
simple click. Additionally, it supports logging URLs in the browser. After the installation is complete, you can choose whether
you want to record the whole screen or a specific window. You can also choose to record a given URL or a given key
combination. You can enable various logging methods that FlashCrest iSpy supports, depending on your needs. For example,
you can log either every mouse click you make on the monitor, or only the clicks of the mouse with the left and right buttons.
After the installation is complete, you can choose from various logging modes. FlashCrest iSpy provides you with a variety of
categories that you can select from. The application logs all information in a timeline-like format and you can view the
information in detail by pressing ‘View’ or ‘Statistics’. Keyboard activity is logged letter by letter and screenshots are taken at
regular intervals which you can set. Moreover, you can view all the captured images in a slideshow within the application and
save the them to a different location in case you need to. This comes in very handy if for example you catch an employee
wasting time on Facebook instead of working and want the necessary proof to take any required actions. Since FlashCrest iSpy
is capable of taking a screenshot every 5 seconds, it’s no wonder that during an extensive use of the application, the hard drive
on which the application is installed can fill up quite fast. That’s why FlashCrest iSpy is fitted with two clever features. For one,
it only starts recording when activity is detected on the computer. This way, it
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System Requirements For FlashCrest ISpy:

1. Program Needs an approved version of java. 2. Program Needs a local installation of kasp Java Dev Kit (JDEV) 1.2.1 or later.
3. Program Needs a desktop edition of Kaspersky Internet Security 2007 or later. NOTE: This tutorial is made to work with
Kaspersky Internet Security 2007, but it should also work with Kaspersky Internet Security 2010 and all versions of Kaspersky
Internet Security and Kaspersky Anti-Virus Plus (all available versions) and should work with K
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